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*Note: Slide Guides 
on legs are used to 

move the main frame 
up, down, and to the 

desired angle. 

Easel Assembly -  Deluxe Lobo Easel
1.) Take all pieces out of the box and lay out on floor.
2.) Open base piece and stand up. Align adjustable legs. Thread bolt from inside out  
 through both legs. Secure with black knobs. Locate small back support leg and 11 ⁄2"  
 bolt. Attach to metal bracket on cross brace by threading bolt through leg, then  
 bracket and attach with black knob. 
3.) Position the center frame (assistance is recommended) between adjustable legs,  
 thread bolt through slide-guide, position slide guide/bolt on inside of frame, thread  
 through pre-cut slot on frame, thread through pre-drilled hole on base and secure  
 with black knob. Repeat process on other side. Finally, take 21 ⁄4" bolt, thread through  
 back support leg, pre-cut slot on main frame, attach slide guide and secure with  
 black bolt. Adjust to desired height and tighten all three.
4.) Loosen bolt on back, take mast out entirely, turn around, reinsert and adjust to  
 desired height and tighten.
5.) To attach bottom painting tray, loosen Wedge-lok System, slide on mast from  
 top to desired height and tighten Wedge-lok System.  
 Make sure Wedge-lok is tight.

. Maximum Easel height: 100"

. Maximum canvas height: 62"

. Compact easel height: 65"

. Base (W) 24" x (D) 27"

. Bottom Painting Tray:
 (W) 201 ⁄2" x (D) 21 ⁄4"

. Bottom Shelf: (W)19" x (D)18"

. Table Height: 36"

. Folds flat for storage

. Box dimensions: 55" x 29" x 6" 

. Shipping weight: 35lbs.

. Ships partially assembled - UPS

The Elevator Bolt 
Locking System is 
used on top trays 
on Best easels. The 
2 metal plates and 
round plastic guide 
keep the parts

parallel which allows for smoothness and 
ease when the tray is moved into position. By 
tightening the knob, the circular plate will seal 
itself against the mast. This means ultimate 
stability for the canvas.

Height & tray 
adjustments unlock 
easily, yet lock into 
place & stay locked 
because of the 
Wedge-lok System. 
The metal plate 
features wedge-cut 

edges that conform to the wedge-cut sections 
of the hardwood. When the knob is tightened, 
the inward tension pulls the metal plate 
snugly against the wood for a solid lock.

Slide Guides 
make angle and 
height adjustments 
on Best easels 
smooth. These 
circular graphite 
impregnated plastic 

inserts are used wherever there is a slot in the 
wood of the easel. This part allows for smooth 
movement and protects the hardwood from 
the metal bolt.
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